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Abstract

We propose an optimization-based method for designing a lower-order Luenberger-type state estimator, while providing L2-

gain guarantees on the error dynamics when the estimator is used with the higher-order system. Suitable filter parameters can

be computed by modelling the bilinear system as a linear differential inclusion and solving a set of bilinear matrix inequality

constraints. Since these constraints are non-convex, in general, we also show that one can solve a suitably-defined semi-definite

program to compute a bound on the level of sub-optimality. The design method also allows one to explicitly take account of

linear parameter uncertainties in order to provide a priori robustness guarantees. The H-infinity estimator not only has lower

real-time computational requirements compared to a Kalman filter, but also does not require knowledge of the noise spectrum.

For a numerical example, we consider the estimation of the radiation force for a wave energy converter, where a low-order model

is used to approximate the radiation dynamics.

Index Terms
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EDICS Category: SSP-FILT

I. INTRODUCTION

B ILINEAR systems have dynamics that are linear in the input and linear in the state, but not jointly linear in both. These

systems arise in a variety of modelling processes, including the discretization of certain partial differential equations

with boundary actions or the bilinearization of some nonlinear systems, within various application areas, e.g. plasma physics,

quantum physics, biomedicine, metallurgy, energy harvesting, economics and ecology [1]. In this article, we consider estimator

design for such systems where physical actuator constraints give rise to convex input constraints [2]. Motivated by this problem,

we will investigate the design of estimators for bilinear systems with bounded inputs.

The literature on full-order H2 and H∞ filters for linear systems is vast. The synthesis of full-order H2 filters is a well-studied

convex problem; the analysis and synthesis of H2 filters in the presence of polytopic uncertainty is discussed in [3] and the

literature therein. However, an H2 filter’s performance degrades for a general uncertainty in the model or when the spectral

density of the disturbance is not perfectly known — the optimal variance in the estimation error is no longer guaranteed. In
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comparison, H∞ filters do not require statistical knowledge of the disturbance. In addition to being inherently robust to model

uncertainty, the analysis and synthesis of H∞ filters also allows the explicit incorporation of various uncertainty types [4]–[6].

These cited works consider a system with structured and unstructured uncertainty and synthesize full-order H∞ filters with

respect to the given uncertainty sets. This problem can be posed as a linear matrix inequality (LMI), which can be solved

efficiently [7]. As we review in the following, LMI-based H∞ analysis and synthesis tools have been generalized to some

nonlinear and bilinear systems. However, these standard methods produce estimators that have the same order as the model.

For high-order systems, this may pose a high computational burden or even infeasibility for real-time implementation. In the

following, we investigate the design of full-order and lower-order H∞ filters for bilinear systems.

The filter is based on a lower-order model of the plant, but with closed-loop robust disturbance attenuation guarantees

around the full-order model. A discussion of linear parameter varying (LPV) systems and quadratic stability and performance

for polytopic linear differential inclusions is presented and adapted to treat the bilinearizing inputs as linearly varying parameters;

this allows the bilinear estimator dynamics to be posed as an equivalent polytopic differential inclusion. The LPV formulation

is used to pose the filter design problem as an L2 gain minimization problem for a polytopic system. The resulting optimization

problem is non-convex, due to bilinear matrix inequality (BMI) constraints, hence we propose an LMI-based coordinate descent

algorithm to find sub-optimal solutions from a feasible initial condition. If a solution exists, a method for finding a feasible initial

observer is given for the LMI method. Since the LMI-based algorithm is a local method for a non-convex BMI optimization

problem, the optimality gap to a global solution is not known. However, we show that one can compute an upper bound on

the optimality gap through the solution of a full-order convex LMI problem; when this bound on the optimality gap is small,

it verifies that the local solution is close in performance to a globally optimal solution. The feasibility of this design method

is demonstrated using simulations with low-order filters.

This article is organised as follows. In Section II, we define the bilinear systems of interest and review existing literature

on estimator design for such systems. In Section III, we formulate the bilinear system with input constraints as a linear

parameter varying (LPV) system and show that the lower-order H∞ filter synthesis can be posed as an optimization problem

with BMI constraints. Stability and quadratic performance of polytopic linear differential inclusions (PLDIs) is also reviewed

in Section III. Section IV presents an LMI-based coordinate descent algorithm. We also state the dynamics for a Kalman filter

for later comparison with our H∞ filter. In Section V, we compare the two filters by examining robust estimation problems for

the wave energy converter (WEC) in [2].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

We consider continuous-time bilinear systems of the form:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+
m

∑
i=1

ui(t)Nix(t)+Bul(t)+Rw(t),

y(t) =Cx(t)+Dv(t),

z(t) = Lx(t), x(0) = x0,

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state vector, y(t) ∈ Rp is the measured output and z(t) ∈ Rr, r ≤ n, is the vector to be estimated.

The disturbance signal d(t) := [w(t)T v(t)T ]T ∈ Rq is a vector containing both process noise w(t) and measurement noise
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v(t). The control input u(t) := [u1(t) · · · um(t)]T ∈ Rm is known and enters the dynamics through the bilinear terms, whereas

ul(t) ∈ Rk represents known control inputs entering the dynamics linearly, hence the superscript l to denote this. A,{Ni, i =

1, . . . ,m},B,R,C,D,L are constant real matrices with compatible dimensions. Our objective is to design a dynamic estimator

that will produce estimates of z from the measurement y.

An important assumption we make here is that the control inputs u(t) are bounded, i.e.

u(t) ∈ U, ∀t ≥ 0, where U := {u(t) ∈ Rm : |ui(t)| ≤ 1,∀t ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,m}. This unit constraint is general enough to include

any other component-wise bounds; if ui(t) ∈ [ai,bi], ∀t, then substituting ũi(t) ∈ [−1,1] for ui(t) such that ui := bi−ai
2 ũi +

bi+ai
2

gives a bilinear system in the standard form. The new control input ũ(t) and the system matrices change appropriately, i.e.

Ni← bi−ai
2 Ni and A← A+

m
∑

i=1
Ni

bi+ai
2 .

The LMI setting has been used in full-order H∞ filter design for a variety of Lipschitz nonlinear systems and bilinear systems.

The works in [8]–[11] make use of quadratic Lyapunov functions both to check the existence of and synthesize stabilizing

Luenberger-type nonlinear estimators. Sufficient conditions for the existence of such a filter are given in [8] for a system with

no disturbances. By using input-to-state stability (ISS) theory, [9] gives LMI conditions for guaranteeing asymptotic stability

of the estimation error; the same LMIs are then adapted for filter design in the presence of process and measurement noise.

In [10], in addition to Lipschitz nonlinearities and disturbances, linear time-varying uncertainties are also considered. An H∞

estimator is designed using LMI techniques; a multi-objective convex optimization problem is solved to guarantee a given error

decay rate and H∞ disturbance attenuation level for a given Lipschitz uncertainty set. Similarly, the work in [11] considers a

weighted convex minimization problem; the minimum eigenvalue of a Lyapunov matrix is maximized while minimizing the

induced L2 gain from the disturbance to the estimation error. Although these methods are applicable to full-order filter design

for the bilinear case (the bilinear terms with bounds on the input are Lipschitz nonlinearities in the states), recent literature

has instead pursued a less conservative approach using polytypic linear system representations for the bilinearities [12], [13].

The methods and references in [12], [13] consider what they call low-order functional H∞ filters. They propose a filter of

the form
η̇ = H0η +

m

∑
i=1

uiHiη + J0y+
m

∑
i=1

uiJiy+Gu,

ẑ = η +Ey, η(0) = η0,

(2)

where the state vector of the estimator η(t) ∈ Rr, r ≤ n, is the same size as z(t) and all the estimator system matrices in (2)

are to be determined.

This formulation has some attractive properties. Firstly, the order of the estimator dynamics is r, which can be much less

than n. Moreover, the Lyapunov approach is used to transform quadratic stability and H∞ disturbance attenuation conditions on

the error system into LMIs, which are solved using efficient interior-point and semidefinite program (SDP) solvers. In addition,

this framework also allows the explicit incorporation of robustness against other linear parameter uncertainties.

One of the main constraints in [12], [13] is the objective to make the filter unbiased, i.e. the dynamics of the filtering error

(e = z− ẑ) is independent of the state x and input u of the system (1). This assumption on the filter is used to derive a number

of algebraic conditions (a set of Sylvester equations) that must be solvable to guarantee the existence of such a stabilizing

unbiased estimator. These equations admit a solution if and only if a given rank constraint (see [12, Eq. 15] and [13, Eq. 18])

is satisfied; this condition roughly requires that the space spanned by (LA0, . . . ,LAm,CA0, . . . ,CAm,L,C) be the same as the
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one spanned by (CA0, . . . ,CAm,L,C). This purely technical condition may not be met by many systems of the form (1); our

motivating example (see Section V) does not satisfy this condition.

For systems where these nominal unbiasedness constraints are met, the observer matrices are parameterized by the solutions

of the unbiasedness rank constraints, which results in error dynamics with nonlinear terms in the unknown parameters. These

nonlinear terms are linearized by arbitrarily setting some nonlinear terms to zero to formulate the quadratic stability and L2 gain

attenuation conditions of the error dynamics as an LMI. In [13], by considering the control inputs as unknown but bounded

uncertainties, the error dynamics are reduced to a linear system with some structured uncertainties in the A-matrix. In addition

to the nominal case, norm bounded uncertainties on the system matrices are also considered in [13], resulting in non-convex

matrix inequality problems whose relaxations are solved. In [12], only the nominal H∞ functional filter is considered, i.e.

no model uncertainties are considered. However, the online measurable inputs are used to pose the bilinear system as an

LPV system; this reduces the conservatism inherent in the formulation of [13] where the inputs are treated as bounded (but

unknown) structured uncertainties. Moreover, by considering a boundedness assumption also on the derivative of the control u̇,

parameter-dependent Lyapunov matrices are used in [12] to further reduce conservativeness.

The approach taken in the this article will use a combination of ideas from the literature discussed above. As in [8], [9],

[11], a reasonable structure for the estimator is to use a copy of the system dynamics plus an output feedback term — a

bilinear Luenberger-type estimator. Similarly to [12], we use an LPV formulation of the bilinearities in the analysis of the

error dynamics and synthesis of an estimator; this should avoid the conservatism introduced in [13]. Nonetheless, since we

are considering applications with possibly arbitrarily fast control rates, an example is the case where bang-bang type control

inputs are used as in [2], we do not require that the derivative of the control input to be bounded. Unlike in [12], our LPV

formulation will guard against arbitrarily fast input variations by using constant Lyapunov matrices.

It can also be shown that the algebraic conditions that guarantee unbiasedness are not preserved when there is uncertainty in

the model [14]; since most systems will have uncertainty in the model, the utility of this approach is limited. In our work, we

do not enforce an unbiasedness condition on the error dynamics. We show in Section III that a quadratically stable estimator

can be derived without the need for unbiasedness. This leads to an alternative synthesis method for lower-order H∞ filter design.

In the next section, we review quadratic Lyapunov stability and performance and their application to LPV systems.

Notation: PT denotes the transpose of the matrix P, P < 0 (P≤ 0) represents a symmetric negative definite (semidefinite)

matrix.

III. LOWER-ORDER H∞ FILTER FOR BILINEAR SYSTEMS

Consider the following (lower-order) Luenberger-type bilinear observer for the system of (1):

ẋ f (t) = Ãx f (t)+
m

∑
i=1

uiÑix f (t)+ B̃ul(t)+G(y−C̃x f ),

ŷ(t) = C̃x f (t),

ẑ(t) = L̃x f (t), x f (t0) = 0,

(3)

where ẑ ∈ Rr is the estimate of z. The state of the observer is x f ∈ Rñ and r ≤ ñ≤ n, ŷ(t) ∈ Rp approximates the measured

output y and u ∈U and ul are the control inputs as defined for (1). Here we take the low-order system matrices
(
Ã, Ñi, B̃,C̃, L̃

)
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as given and G is the design variable to be determined in the filter synthesis. As in the dual control design problems, what

is often done is to extract a low-order approximation of the system using model reduction [15], [16] or via successively finer

spatial discretization of systems described by PDEs [17]. Using these low-order models, [17] designs low-order controllers

with performance guarantees around the full-order model. Similarly, we base our filter design on such low-order models and

with closed-loop L2 error attenuation guarantees around the full-order model.

Note that posing all the observer system matrices
(
Ã, Ñi, B̃,C̃, L̃

)
as design variables results in a nonlinear matrix inequality

problem with trilinear monomials. Even arbitrarily setting these nonlinear terms to zero as in [12], [13], it is not clear how to

solve this problem for a general low-order model with ñ < n. Even for a linear autonomous system with disturbance inputs

only, posing all the observer dynamics matrices as design variables results in difficult non-convex conditions that have been

proven to be difficult to be reduced to an equivalent LMI by the projection lemma or congruence transformations [18].

Let η(t) := [x(t)T x f (t)T ]T ∈ Rn+ñ and d(t) ∈ Rq denote the extended states and disturbance signals, respectively. The

augmented/extended closed-loop system from inputs ul(t) and d(t) to the estimation error e(t) := z(t)− ẑ(t) is then given by:

η̇(t) = Ā(t)η(t)+ B̄1d(t)+ B̄2ul(t),

e(t) = C̄η(t), x(t0) = x0, x f (t0) = 0
(4a)

where

Ā(t) :=

A+
m
∑

i=1
Niui(t) 0

GC Ã+
m
∑

i=1
Ñiui(t)−GC̃

 , (4b)

B̄1 :=

R 0

0 GD

 , B̄2 :=

B

B̃

 , C̄ :=
[
L −L̃

]
. (4c)

Below, we give some definitions and propositions that will be useful in the analysis and synthesis of the proposed bilinear

filter. To define some useful terms, we first consider the linear differential inclusion (LDI)

ẋ(t) = F(t)x(t)+Bd(t)d(t), ζ (t) =Cζ (t)x(t),

x(0) = x0,
(
F(t),Bd(t),Cζ (t)

)
∈ΩF ×ΩB×ΩC,

(5)

where d(t) is an exogenous input, ζ (t) a linear function of the state x(t) and the set ΩA×ΩB×ΩC is a polytope.

In the case where d(t) is identically zero, a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of the LDI (5) is the existence

of a quadratic Lyapunov function.

Definition 1: [19, p. 61] For d = 0, the system (5) is called quadratically stable if there exists a constant matrix P = PT > 0

such that

F(t)T P+PF(t)< 0 for all F(t) ∈ΩF . (6)

In order to characterise the performance of the estimator with respect to disturbances, we give the following definition as a

generalisation of the L2 gain for linear systems. We then state the bilinear H∞ filtering problem using this definition.

Definition 2: [20, Def. 5.1] Consider the LDI (5) as a mapping from d to ζ . If there exist nonnegative constants γ and β
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such that ∫
∞

0
‖ζ (t)‖2

2dt ≤
∫

∞

0
γ

2‖d(t)‖2
2dt +β (7)

for all d ∈ L2[0,∞) and all bounded x0, then we say the L2 gain is less than or equal to γ . The mapping has L2-gain less than

γ if there exists some γ̂ ≥ 0 such that (7) holds for γ̂ < γ . The smallest γ for which there is a β such that (7) holds is called

the L2 gain of the system.

Problem 1: The H∞ filtering problem is to design a gain G such that, for the observer of the form (3) we have:

(I) error dynamics (4a) that are quadratically stable for all u(t) ∈ U, when [dT (ul)T ]T = 0,

(II) given γ > 0, the L2 gain from the disturbance and control signals [dT (ul)T ]T to the estimation error e is less than γ . In

other words, we want to bound by γ the L2 gain from the signal [dT (ul)T ]T to e as in Definition 2.

Proposition 1: (The bounded-real lemma [19, p. 91]) For some γ ≥ 0, if there exists a P = PT > 0, such that ∀t ≥ 0F(t)T P+PF(t)+Cζ (t)TCζ (t) PBd(t)

Bd(t)T P −γ2I

≤ 0, (8)

(
F(t),Bd(t),Cζ (t)

)
∈ΩF ×ΩB×ΩC,

then γ is an upper bound for the L2 gain for the system (5).

To solve Problem 1, we will first model the bilinear error system (4a) as an LPV system and then an equivalent PLDI. We

then apply Proposition 1 to define the filter synthesis optimization problem.

A. Linear parameter-varying systems

LPV systems can be defined as a subset of systems described by the LDI of (5), where the time variations in the system

matrices depend on an exogenous parameter δ (t) that is assumed to be known and available from online measurements [21]:

ẋ(t) = F(δ (t))x(t)+Bd(δ (t))d(t),

ζ (t) =Cζ (δ (t))x(t), x(0) = x0, δ (t) ∈ ∆.
(9)

Here we further restrict our concern to the usual case where the system matrices in (9) can be represented by an affine

function of the parameters. For example, consider the matrices F0,F1, . . . ,Fm, Fi ∈ Rn×n, i = 1, . . . ,m, and δ (t) ∈ Rm such that

F(δ (t)) = F0 +δ1(t)F1 + . . .+δm(t)Fm, δ (t) ∈ ∆, (10)

where the parameters δi(t), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} take values in some bounded intervals [δ i, δ̄i], i.e.

∆ :=
{
(δ1, . . . ,δm) | δi ∈ [δ i, δ̄i], i = 1, . . . ,m

}
. (11)

With no restrictions on the parameters δi other than the finite upper and lower bounds, the set ∆ is a bounded (convex)

polytope with the set of its vertices defined (by simple vertex enumeration) as:

∆0 :=
{
(δ1, . . . ,δm) | δi ∈ {δ i, δ̄i}, i = 1, . . . ,m

}
. (12)
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By the Main Theorem of Polytope Theory [22, p. 356], it simply follows that ∆ is equal to the convex hull of its vertices,

i.e. ∆ = conv(∆0).

Proposition 2: [23, Prop. 1.19] Let f : ∆→ R be a convex function where ∆ = conv(∆0). f (δ ) ≤ µ for all δ ∈ ∆ if and

only if f (δ )≤ µ for all δ ∈ ∆0.

For our purposes, the most useful feature of this representation is the fact that F(δ (t)) and the LMIs (6) and (8) are affine

(and therefore convex) functions of the parameters δ . By Proposition 2, it follows that it is necessary and sufficient to check

the stability (6) and performance guarantees (8) only at the vertices. In fact, the quadratic stability and performance analysis

of PLDI systems in [19] make use of this property exactly. Moreover, if the system matrices
(
F(δ (t)),Bd(δ (t)),Cζ (δ (t))

)
in (9) are affine in the parameters δ ∈ ∆ in (11), then an equivalent PLDI representation of (9) is:

ẋ(t) = F(t)x(t)+Bd(t)d(t), ζ (t) =Cζ (t)x(t),(
F(t),Bd(t),Cζ (t)

)
∈Ω ∀t,

Ω = conv{(F(δ ),B(δ ),C(δ )) | δ ∈ ∆0, ∆0 as in (12)}.

(13)

This follows simply from the fact that affine functions are both convex and concave and, as a result, Γ(conv(∆0)) =

conv(Γ(∆0)) for any affine operator Γ [24, p. 67]. In the next section, we make use of the LPV (9) or its equivalent PLDI

representation (13) to synthesise bilinear H∞ filters.

Lemma 1: If u(t)∈U, ∀t ≥ 0, then the error dynamics (4a) is equivalent to the polytopic linear differential inclusion (PLDI):

η̇(t) = Ā(t)η(t)+ B̄1d(t)+ B̄2ul(t),

e(t) = C̄η(t),
(14a)

where

Ā(t) ∈ conv{Â0(G)+α1Â1 + · · ·

+αmÂm | αi ∈ {−1,1}, i = 1, . . . ,m}, (14b)

Â0(G) :=

 A 0

GC Ã−GC̃

 , Âi :=

Ni 0

0 Ñi

 . (14c)

Proof: Follows trivially from above by recalling that U is a simple component-wise bounded set.

A consequence of Lemma 1 is that the quadratic stability of (4a) is equivalent to the quadratic stability of the PLDI (14)

[23], which can be easily verified using LMI solvers.

Here, we do not require the low-order model used in observer design to be stable. Unlike in standard H∞ filter synthesis

for LPV systems, we require only that the error dynamics be stabilizable by output feedback. This is very advantageous in

cases where the low-order model comes from model reduction or a coarse discretization of PDEs [17] and stability may not

be preserved for some low-order models.

The following result allows us to find a solution for Problem 1.

Theorem 1: For a given γ > 0, if there exists a gain G and X = XT > 0 such that
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Āi(G)T X +XĀi(G) XB̄ C̄T

B̄T X −γI 0

C̄ 0 −γI

< 0, i = 1, . . . ,2m, (15)

where Āi(G) is the ith element of the 2m-tuple
(
Â0(G)± Â1± . . .± Âm

)
with Â0(G), Â1, . . . , Âm as defined in (14c), and with

the matrices B̄ := [B̄1 B̄2] with B̄1, B̄2 C̄ as given in (4c), then the observer in (3) solves Problem 1.

Proof: By Lemma 1, the bilinear error dynamics (4a) is equivalently represented by the PLDI of (14). By the strict

bounded real lemma [25, p. 256], for a given G, (I) and (II) in Problem 1 are true for the PLDI of (14) if (15) is satisfied.

Note that the matrix condition of (15) is another form of the one given in (8) of Proposition 1; the Schur complement lemma

is used to express it as a linear function of γ and the matrix C̄.

Since we have a matrix inequality feasibility condition for the existence of an appropriate filter gain, we pose an optimization

problem to find such a gain G and minimise the bound on the L2 gain γ at the same time:

inf
X ,G,γ

γ s.t. (15), X = XT > 0,γ > 0. (16)

An important point to note is that, although the constraints in (16) are linear in the unknowns X , G and γ separately, they are

not jointly linear in X and G. If we partition X according to the size of A and Ã as:

X =:

X11 X12

XT
12 X22

 , (17)

where X11 ∈ Rn×n and X22 ∈ Rñ×ñ, it is clear that the problem is not an LMI in the design parameters X and G together —

we have the complicating terms X22G and X12G, which result in a non-convex bilinear matrix inequality (BMI).

Finally, unlike the case of H2 filters, H∞ filters have been shown to have inherent robustness against parametric variations in the

system model. However, performance will not be guaranteed under uncertainties not explicitly considered during synthesis [5].

Bounded parametric uncertainties are easily treated by the analysis and synthesis methods given here. Parametric uncertainties

of the system can be represented as linear variations of the dynamics matrix coefficients A, Ni, B, etc. in (1). Since, by

Proposition 2, such affine variations can be represented by a PLDI (14), the filter can be made robust to such uncertainties in a

straightforward manner by adding constraints to (15). Please see [23, Sec. 5.2.1] and [23, Sec. 5.2.2] for LMI-based methods

on the analysis of robust stability for affine parameter-dependent systems with time-invariant and time-varying parameter

uncertainties, respectively.

B. Conservativeness of the PLDI representation

It is usually claimed that design or analysis based on a PLDI representation is too conservative, since the convex hull would

overbound the LPV system in question. Often, the time-varying parameters in an LPV have a finite rate of change and seeking

a common Lyapunov function that stabilises a convex hull of the polytopic LPV can be conservative; such a common Lyapunov

function based analysis aims to show stability for parameters that can change arbitrarily fast. As a result, a wealth of literature

does now make use of parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions — the less stringent “affine quadratic stability” from [26] are,
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for example, applied in the filter design with input-rate constraints of [12]. By formulating the quadratic Lyapunov function as

a function of the inputs, [12] uses bounds on both the input and its derivative to find parameter dependent Lyapunov matrices

that guarantee stability of the error dynamics.

However, in our motivating wave energy problem considered in Section V-B, we mainly consider optimally controlled systems

with bang-bang control arcs. When modelling the bilinear system using an LPV formulation, this amounts to parameters that

switch arbitrarily fast, taking the system from one boundary to another (i.e. between vertices of the PLDI). Therefore, considering

stability with a common Lyapunov function is necessary to guard against arbitrarily fast input variations; our approach in this

case is, therefore, not a conservative one when compared to affine quadratic stability methods that make use of rate bounds

on parameters.

It is also important to emphasise that, unlike for linear time invariant (LTI) systems, quadratic Lyapunov function-based

stability and performance analyses give only sufficient conditions in the case of nonlinear systems, linear time-varying systems

or linear parameter-varying systems. See [19, p. 73] and references therein for examples of PLDIs that are asymptotically stable

but not quadratically stable. However, as explained in [21], even for an autonomous linear polytopic system, if the parameters

vary arbitrarily fast, determining asymptotic stability using general (non-quadratic) methods is an NP-hard problem. It is also

known that an LPV system with arbitrary time variations is asymptotically stable if and only if “a trajectory dependent quadratic

Lyapunov function” exists [21, Thms 3–4]. Since computing general (nonquadratic) Lyapunov functions or trajectory-dependent

Lyapunov functions (i.e. for all possible trajectories) is computationally infeasible, most methods adopt quadratic Lyapunov

function-based analysis and synthesis [19], [21], [27]. Although only sufficient, these give us a computable set of conditions

for stability in the form of LMIs.

Similarly, quadratic Lyapunov theory gives us a way to compute the exact L2-gain performance for LTI systems (i.e. H∞

norm for transfer functions of LTI systems). On the other hand, only upper bounds for the L2 gain of PLDIs, LPVs and some

nonlinear systems can be derived using quadratic Lyapunov functions [19].

IV. SOLVING THE BMI PROBLEM (16)

Although LMIs are convex and can be solved efficiently using SDP solvers, optimisation problems involving BMIs have

been shown to be NP-hard [28]. Unfortunately, a number of control problems (and their dual observer design problems)

end up with BMIs; see [29] for many classic robust and optimal control problems with BMIs and for which a convex LMI

formulation has not yet been found. Although a number of schemes have been suggested for various specific structures, no

method is effective at solving general BMIs. Global branch-and-bound based methods [30] have combinatorial complexity and

are, therefore, computationally feasible only for very small (academic) problems. The sum-of-squares based and ‘asymptotically

global’ solvers in [31], [32] are less demanding (the size of successive LMI relaxations grow as the square of the problem

state size), but have only been shown to be useful in control problems with few complicating bilinear variables [33], [34].

Examples include static and PID controllers parameterised with up to three scalars and with H∞ performance guarantees [31].

The only publicly available and benchmark-tested general software for solving BMI inequality constraints is the commercial

software PENBMI [35]. This software is based on an augmented Lagrangian formulation for general nonlinear semidefinite

programming (PENNON [36]) specialised to BMI constrained problems. For a theoretical exposition guaranteeing convergence

to locally optimal points and algorithm implementation details, see [36], [37]. Although this method fails for some large test
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cases and/or ill-conditioned problems, it has been shown [37] to return a local minimum for most of the H2 and H∞ benchmark

nonlinear SDP and BMI problems in Compleib: COnstraint Matrix Optimization Problem library [38]. We had attempted to

use PENBMI for observer design for our wave energy problem with no success, since it struggled to solve the problem from

feasible initial conditions.

In addition to using nonlinear program solvers to find local solutions using various methods, a solution is often sought by

solving a convex relaxation of the BMI or by taking advantage of a structure in the specific problem. For example, a typical

relaxation is to restrict the space of Lyapunov matrices so that the problem becomes amenable to a congruence transformation

or a change of variables that result in convex (or LMI) problems [39]. A simple relaxation for problem (16) is to restrict the

Lyapunov functions considered in (17) by assuming X12 = 0. The BMI can then be changed into an LMI with a simple change

of variables Y = X22G. However, preliminary simulations showed this method can sometimes be infeasible even for the case

where the optimization problem has a solution. Therefore, we seek a different alternative.

As is often done in control design problems with BMI constraints (see [34], [40] and references therein) we pursue an

LMI-based coordinate descent scheme. This will allow one to solve BMI problems using an open-source LMI solver (see [41]

for a list) where a BMI solver may fail or is not accessible. By fixing one of the complicating BMI variables, G or X in (16),

we solve a set of LMIs alternatively from a feasible initial solution. These alternate LMIs have solutions in a subset of the BMI

problem solutions; so, if we start from a feasible solution, this method remains feasible and is monotonically non-increasing.

As detailed in [34], optimality of the alternating LMIs does not imply optimality in both variables — the method can get stuck

before reaching a local minima. However, in practice locally optimal solutions are reached if each coordinate descent leads to

a decrease in the objective function [42].

A. LMI-based algorithm and initial robustly feasible observer

From (14) and the assumption that the full-order model is quadratically stable, it can be shown that the estimation error

dynamics is quadratically stable if G stabilizes the lower-order 2m–tuple PLDI
(
Ã± Ñ1± . . .± Ñm

)
, i = 1, . . . ,m. Let F̃i be

the ith component of the 2m-tuple
(
Ã± Ñ1± . . .± Ñm

)
. A feasible filter gain G can be computed by solving the convex LMI

feasibility problem

(F̃i−GC̃)T P+P(F̃i−GC̃)< 0, i = 1, . . . ,2m. (18)

Although this filter may not have optimal performance around the full-order model, it will be quadratically stabilising for the

error dynamics (4a) and therefore would suffice as an initialization for Algorithm 1. Using the solution as an initial condition

for G, we can alternately solve LMIs until the noise attenuation bound γ(k) no longer improves. It is important to note here that

we are not discussing stability of a closed-loop control system, but merely stability of the error dynamics as an input-output

block.

A limitation of our proposed method is the computational complexity in solving (16). The number of LMI constraints grows

exponentially with the number of bilinear inputs, since the number of vertices describing the PLDI is 2m, where m is the

number of bilinearizing inputs. Nonetheless, the LMIs are solved off-line in filter design. Therefore, for many applications

where the number of bilinear inputs is small, such a design is feasible on a modern desktop computer.
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Algorithm 1 Lower-order H∞ filter synthesis for bilinear systems

Given: (i) ε > 0 to test for convergence of successive disturbance attenuation bounds γ(k); (ii) maxiter for the upper limit on
the number of iterations.

Step 0: Synthesize a quadratically stabilizing H∞ filter for the lower-order model by solving the LMI problem (18); this
gives some gain G(0) that is quadratically stabilizing for the PLDI in (14). Set k = 1.
Step 1: Fix G at G(k−1) and solve (16) (i.e. an LMI) to find a new γ(k) and X (k).
Step 2: Fix X (or only the X12 and X22 components of X) at X (k) and solve (16) (i.e. an LMI) to find new γ(k) and G(k) (or
new γ(k), X (k)

11 and G(k)).

Step 3: If |γ
(k)−γ(k−1)|
|γ(k−1)| ≤ ε OR k+1 > maxiter, then stop, else set k← k+1 and return to Step 1.

B. An upper bound on the optimality gap for Algorithm 1

A very desirable property for an asymptotically global method or solutions via convex relaxations is being able to give a

certificate of global optimality or the gap of global suboptimality [32]. The method of Algorithm 1 is only a local method and

so the globally optimal L2 gain bound γ∗ñ is unknown for the ñth order filter, where ñ < n. However, a full-order filter (i.e. a

filter with ñ = n based on the full-order model) can be expected to give the the best performing filter around the full-order

model. Luckily, the full-order H∞ synthesis problem is a convex problem and the full-order filter can be computed by solving

an SDP.

We consider the same Luenberger-type bilinear observer as before, but a full-order one:

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂(t)+
m

∑
i=1

Nix̂(t)ui(t)+Bul(t)+G(y(t)−Cx̂(t)),

ẑ(t) = Lx̂(t), x(t0) = x0,

(19)

where x̂(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ U.

In another form, substituting for y(t) =Cx(t)+Dv(t), (19) becomes

˙̂x(t) = Ax̂+
m

∑
i=1

Nix̂ui +GCx−GCx̂+Bul +GDv,

ẑ(t) = Lx̂(t), x(t0) = x0,

(20)

where x̂(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ U.

Let ξ (t) := x(t)− x̂(t) and e(t) := z(t)− ẑ(t), then the error dynamics can be written as:

ξ̇ (t) =

(
A+

m

∑
i=1

Niui(t)−GC

)
ξ (t)+

[
R −GD

]w(t)

v(t)

 ,
e(t) = Lξ (t), ξ (t0) = ξ0.

(21)

The design objective is to find G such that A+
m
∑

i=1
Niui(t)−GC is quadratically stable ∀u(t) ∈ U and the L2 gain from [w v]T

to e is minimized. Writing the PLDI that includes (21) as before, we can use the following result:

Proposition 3: For a given γ > 0, if there exists a gain Y and X = XT > 0 such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,2m}
ĀT

i X +XĀi−CTY −Y TC [XR −Y D] LT

[XR −Y D]T −γI 0

L 0 −γI

< 0, (22)
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where Āi is the ith element of the 2m-tuple (A±N1± . . .±Nm)

and (A,N1, . . . ,Nm), R, D, L are as in (21), then the observer in (19) has quadratically stable error dynamics (21) and the

L2 gain from [wT vT ]T to e is less than γ .

Proof: The proof follows from the strict bounded real lemma [25, p. 256] if the substitution Y = XG is made. Here,

X = XT ∈ Rn×n and Y ∈ Rn×p.

For the full-order H∞ filter above, an LMI feasibility problem is derived using a change of variables. This resulting problem

is convex, since it is linear in all the unknowns X , Y and γ . Minimizing this linear problem with a convex LMI constraint will

give us the lowest achievable quadratic L2-gain performance for the PLDI; because the Lyapunov matrix X is positive definite,

the gain can be derived from the inverse relation G = X−1Y .

Let the optimal L2 gain of the full-order filter be γ∗n , with n denoting the fact that the filter is full-order. Similarly, let γ
(k)
ñ

represent the gain of of the order ñ filter from the kth iterate of Algorithm 1, and let the global solution of the optimization

problem in (16) be denoted by γ∗ñ . It then follows that

γ
(k)
ñ ≥ γ

∗
ñ ≥ γ

∗
n , (23)

and that γ∗n can be computed exactly by solving an SDP.

The relation (23) can, therefore, be used to upper bound the distance between the performance of the best ñ order filter

from (16) and its approximate solution via Algorithm 1. We have

γ
(k)
ñ − γ

∗
ñ ≤ γ

(k)
ñ − γ

∗
n . (24)

If the relative optimality gap bound γ
(k)
ñ −γ∗n

γ∗n
is small, the solution from Algorithm 1 will be close, in performance, to the optimal

order ñ bilinear model-based H∞ filter.

C. Linear Time-Varying Kalman and H∞ Filtering

The linear Kalman filter (KF) is by far the most widely and successfully used filter for state and parameter estimation of

linear systems [43]. With the control inputs available from real-time measurements, the bilinear system can be considered as

a linear time-varying (LTV) system. As such, the LTV Kalman filter can be used. Given the system dynamics in (1), the LTV

Kalman filter is then implemented as [44, 5.3.8–5.3.11]:

˙̂x(t) = F(t)x̂(t)+Bul(t)+K(t)[y(t)−Cx̂(t)],

K(t) = P(t)C(t)T Q̂−1
v ,

Ṗ(t) = F(t)P(t)+P(t)F(t)T −K(t)C(t)P(t)+ Q̂w,

ẑ(t) = Lx̂(t), x̂(0) = x̂0, P(0) = P0,

(25)

where F(t) := A+
m
∑

i=1
Niui(t), Q̂w := RQwRT , Q̂v := DQvDT and P(t) ∈ Rn×n is the covariance of the state estimation error.

Note that we need to solve an ODE of order n2 to find P(t). The system and measurement disturbances w and v in (1) are

assumed to be white noise with a given covariance; i.e. w ∼ N(0,Qw) and v ∼ N(0,Qv). A lower-order Kalman filter can be

implemented as in (25), based on a lower-order model of the system dynamics (1).
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A widely used filter for state and parameter estimation of nonlinear systems is the Extend Kalman filter (EKF) [43]. As

such, it is an appropriate candidate to be applied to the nonlinear system of interest in this paper. However, for a bilinear

system with known inputs u and ul , as is the case here, the LTV Kalman filter is mathematically equivalent to an EKF. It

simply suffices to compare (25) with the dynamics of an EKF [43, pp. 401].

Similarly to the Kalman filter, an LTV H∞ filter can be used. However, we do not pursue this here for a few reasons. Firstly,

our aim is to design a low-order filter with stability and performance guarantees on the full-order model. The usual LTV H∞

filter [45] designed on the low-order model does not give performance guarantees around the full-order model. In addition

to a smaller online computational cost, this guarantee is another advantage of our LPV formulation. Secondly, an appropriate

noise attenuation bound γ would have to be chosen a priori for the Riccati differential equations of the LTV H∞ filter [45, Sec.

III]. In addition to avoiding the difficulty in choosing an appropriate γ value a priori, our formulation allows us to incorporate

robustness against parametric uncertainty in a straightforward manner; it is not clear how this would be done for the LTV case.

V. EXAMPLE SIMULATIONS

A. Example 1

We first consider a simple example problem to illustrate the bilinear H∞ filter synthesis method developed in this article. As

also stated in Section II, the results in [12] and [13] cannot be applied here because the example system, similarly to the wave

energy system in Section V-B below, does not satisfy the rank constraint of [12, Eq. 15] and [13, Eq. 18]. For this example,

the bilinear system matrices in (1) are:

A =



−0.50 0.45 0.77 0.83

0 −0.45 0.92 −0.93

0 −0.38 −0.31 −0.89

0 −0.23 0.75 −0.91


,

N =



0.20 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0


, B =



0

0.83

0.80

0.95


, (26)

R =



0.80 0 0

0 0.90 0

0 0 1

0 0 0


, D = 1,

C =
[
0 0.49 0.90 0.13

]
,

L =
[
1 0 0 0

]
.
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Fig. 1. Convergence of γ(k) in Algorithm 1. The lower (blue) line shows the best full-order filter performance as a bound for γ(k).

An approximate 2nd-order model of the above system is given by:

Ã =

−0.50 0.98

0 −1.34

 ,
Ñ =

0.20 0

0 0

 , B̃ =

 0

1.87

 , (27)

C̃ =
[
0 0.66

]
, L̃ =

[
1 0

]
.

The filter synthesised using Algorithm 1 gives G =
[
0.2811 0.4587

]T
. All computations were performed on a 2.4 GHz

Intel Core 2 Duo CPU machine in MATLAB using YALMIP [41] and SDPT3 [46]. The closed-loop disturbance attenuation

bound γ from Algorithm 1 is shown in Figure 1. The optimality gap is bounded by 0.04 = 4.53−4.49.

The systems were simulated with initial conditions x(0) = 0 and x̂(0) = [0.482 0.954]T . The inputs u(t) = sin(0.1257t +1),

ul(t) = sin(0.0628t +0.3) and w(t) = 0 were used. The measurement noise v was generated from a normal distribution and

scaled so that the energy in v was approximately 25% of the energy in the measurement y. The covariance of the state estimation

error was set to P(0) = 0 and the exact covariance of the measurement noise was used in simulating the Kalman filter, i.e.

Qw = 0, and Qv = cov(v). Figures 2 and 3 show the measurement and input, and estimated signals, respectively. The H∞ filter

estimate converges at a similar rate compared to the Kalman filter estimates; however, the H∞ filter has smaller estimation

errors than the Kalman filter. Similar qualitative results were observed for many other randomly generated initial conditions.

Moreover, whereas the real-time implementation of the Kalman filter requires the solution of ñ2 + ñ ODEs, the low-order H∞

observer solves ñ ODEs. In addition, the H∞ estimator does not require knowledge of the statistics of the noise signals.

B. Example 2

We consider the heaving point absorber WEC from [2] where a power take-off mechanism with controlled damping and

active force elements is used. A state space representation of the system was derived where the kernel representing forces due

to radiated waves is approximated arbitrarily well by a finite-dimensional state-space model of sufficient order. An optimal

control problem was posed and solved in [2] to determine a real-time optimization based control to be used in a receding

horizon manner. The active and passive power take-off forces are controlled proportionally. It was shown that, with an identified
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Fig. 3. Comparison of estimates from the Kalman Filter (KF) and H∞ filter.

radiation subsystem of order n−2, the complete WEC system dynamics can be re-written in state space form as:

ẋ1(t) = x2,

ẋ2(t) = 1
M+µ∞

[ fexc(t)+Gul(t)−

Bptou(t)x2(t)−Crx3:n(t)− kx1(t)],

ẋ3:n(t) = Arx3:n +Brx2(t),

(28)

where the ul(t) ∈ [−1,1] represents the active force and u(t) ∈ [0,1] controls the damper force.

The variables x1 and x2 represent the displacement and velocity of the WEC, respectively, fexc is the wave excitation force

and k represents the restoring force stiffness. The system (28) is bilinear and of the form considered in (1); it has a bilinear

term in the form of u(t)x2(t) with bounded u.

As in all the wave energy literature, the radiation force fr(t)≈Crx3:n(t) was assumed known in the dynamic optimal control

algorithm of [2]; this is not true in practice, since we cannot measure this force directly. The measurements of the velocity

used in determining the optimal control inputs will also have errors in practice. For the model considered in the example

simulations of [2], sufficiently high order models can approximate the radiation kernel well enough in simulation. Here, we

take a 7th order system model (i.e. n = 7 and the radiation subsystem is of order 5) as the full-order model and synthesise

a robust lower-order observer based on a 3rd order radiation subsystem model (ñ = 5). All the parameters considered are as
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Fig. 4. Convergence of γ(k) in synthesis via Algorithm 1. The lower (blue) line shows the best full-order filter performance as a bound for γ(k).
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Fig. 5. Displacement (x1) and velocity (x2) and their noisy measurements

in [2, Figure 3c]. In addition, we take a nominal value of Bpto = 304 kNs/m. A low-order Kalman filter is constructed based

on this nominal model.

For the H∞ filter synthesis, we take it to be the case that the parameter Bpto is known with some uncertainty. Here, a

low-order H∞ filter is constructed considering a parameter uncertainty of up to ±30kNs/m, i.e. the parametric uncertainty

Bpto ∈ [274,334] kNs/m is explicitly included in the PLDI model used in (14). The performances of the Kalman filter and H∞

filters are compared under this uncertainty; the true system has Bpto = 275kNs/m in simulation. We assume that noisy velocity

and displacement measurements are available. The objective is to attenuate the L2 gain from the control inputs, excitation force

and disturbances to the estimation error. A normally distributed random noise with a bound equal to the mean of the absolute

actual displacement was added to the measured signals; in (1), we set R = 0.1In and D = 0.1Ip. The system matrices are too

large to display here.

The high order model simulations for the WEC are generated by the optimal bang-bang controller as shown in [2, Figure

3c]. The convergence of the closed-loop disturbance attenuation bound γ from Algorithm 1 is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5

shows noisy measurements of the displacement and velocity. In Figures 6a and 6b we show snippets of the estimates and

estimation errors, respectively.

Compared to the low-order Kalman filter, the low-order model based H∞ filter estimates seem to converge faster and with

lower relative errors. The errors also depend on the initial state and covariance estimates for the KF. Figure 7 shows how the

filters performances degrade for different non-zero initial state estimates. For a vector ζ ∈ RN , let the lp, p = 1,2,∞ norm be
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Fig. 7. Estimates of radiation force with a different initial state guess; P(0) = 0, and x̂(0) = [1 −1 0 0 0]T

defined as ‖ζ‖p := (∑N
i=1 |x

p
i |)1/p, p = 1,2, and ‖ζ‖∞ := max

1≤i≤N
|ζi|. The relative lp norm error is then defined as the ratio of

the lp norm of the error in the estimate to the lp norm of the actual signal. In Table I, we present the lp norm of the errors

and the actual signals of the simulations in Figure 6 and Figure 7. These relative norm errors are a function of how many

samples we take; as the period over which estimation is performed increases, these relative errors converge to some value.

As more estimation data is derived with increasing simulation time, the relative norm of the error signal is recomputed and

stored. A plot of the running ratio of the l1 norm of the error to the l1 norm of the actual signal at different time points is

shown in Figure 8. As we run forward in time, more data is used and so the errors converge towards some steady-state value.

The simulation in Figure 8 is run over 35 seconds with sampling time of 0.01s. It is apparent that changing the initial filter

state from zero in the simulation of Figure 6 to x̂ = [1 −1 0 0 0]T in the simulation of Figure 7 is shown to increase the

relative error for the KF more significantly than the H∞ filter. A similar performance was confirmed by taking more than 100

additional simulations from many random initial state estimates and the same levels of process noise.

Considering both filtering methods, it was also observed that the estimates deteriorate as the order of the model used in

the synthesis decreases. This is not surprising, since a lower-order model is likely to capture less of the system dynamics.

In Figures 9 and 10, we can see estimates using measurement data of velocity and displacement from a receding horizon

simulation.

From these and other simulations, it appears that under some initial conditions and when the velocity is high, the 1 st-order

H∞ observer and the 3rd-order Kalman filter poorly estimate the radiation force, compared to a 3rd-order H∞ observer. The
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TABLE I
THE NORMS OF THE TRUE SIGNAL fr AND THE ESTIMATION ERRORS ( f̂r− fr ) FROM FIGURE 6 AND FIGURE 7.

norms of signals ( f̂r− fr) or fr
Estimation error l1 norm l2 norm l∞ norm
H∞, Fig. 6 2.37×103 1.24×102 14.4
H∞, Fig. 7 2.89×103 1.51×102 14.4
KF, Fig. 6 4.87×103 2.43×102 21.5
KF, Fig. 7 1.79×104 5.92×102 37.1
fr 3.01×104 8.28×102 37.9
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Fig. 8. Running L1-norm relative error against time for the simulations of Figure 6 and Figure 7.

latter is also poorer at estimating the velocity. From these simulations it can be seen that a 1st-order radiation subsystem gives a

filter with unsatisfactory L2-gain bounds for the error dynamics and that the error reduces much slower compared to a 3rd-order

radiation subsystem based-model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the low-order H∞ filter design for bilinear systems with bounded inputs has been investigated. Since the

robust unbiased functional filters in the literature are either not applicable for some problems or do not preserve unbiasedness

in the presence of uncertainties, we have proposed a new robust low-order filter design method. An LPV formulation of the
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Fig. 9. Velocity estimates with observers based on radiation subsystems of order nrad equal to 1 and 3 for the H∞ filter, and a Kalman Filter (KF) based on
a 3rd order radiation subsystem.
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bilinear system has been used to design a filter that is based on a lower order model of the plant, but with closed-loop robust

disturbance attenuation guarantees around the full-order model. Robustness against linear parameter uncertainties is explicitly

considered in the synthesis. Although the optimal filter synthesis is a (non-convex) BMI problem, we have used an efficient

LMI-based coordinate descent algorithm to find solutions locally. Example simulations in dynamic radiation force estimation

of a wave energy converter have been used to show robustness of the H∞ filter under parametric and other model uncertainties

by comparing the performance with an LTV Kalman filter.
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